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President’s Message
Terri Lai, CSLA President

...IASL was a
wonderful
opportunity to
visit with school
librarians from
around the
world...

S

chool librarians from 30 countries gathered at California State University, Long
Beach to meet, collaborate, learn, and sleep in REAL college dormitories. Some
came to present research they had done concerning school libraries. The diversity of
school library experiences was what I found most interesting.
As the president of CSLA, I was given the honor to be one of the speakers at the
opening session to welcome the conference attendees. After my welcome, I spoke about
CSLA’s role concerning school libraries and why school libraries are important.
One of my major goals as president of my state Library association is to advocate
aggressively on a state level for equity in school library programs and for strong library
staffing at all levels of schools-- elementary, middle and high. Library programs are
constantly challenged with cuts due to reallocation of funding such as in Los Angeles.
There are some school districts that have strong programs such as in my district in San
Francisco.
Why are school libraries so vital and important for students and staff? To quote an
article from the CSLA Journal Summer 2017 by Jill Sonnenberg, a high school teacher
librarian in California, “Teacher librarians have the potential for a more personalized
teaching and learning relationship with students. All are free to study what they wish,
not only what they must, in a library. In addition, in the modern school environment,
school libraries are often the perfect location for students who are having social
difficulties to find a place… Teacher librarians present all sides of every story, promote
critical thinking, and identify biases….School libraries are uniquely equipped to provide
students with the safe space that they need in order to nurture their beliefs, identities,
and selves. Teacher librarians need to defend all students, especially those who are
disenfranchised, from any and all attempts at further marginalization. Teacher Librarians
empower students through the exposure to relevant and intellectually stimulating events/
materials/ web resources.” Connie Williams, the Teacher Librarian at Petaluma High
School, in California states: “A democracy must have well informed, critically thinking
and analyzing citizens. This requires students to master decision-making, questioning,
and active participation. These skills are elements of information literacy instruction
which are best taught by teacher librarians in collaboration with classroom teachers.”
It is for these reasons, so well said by two of our members, that we understand teacher
librarians to be vital to schools.
Overall, IASL was a wonderful opportunity to visit with school librarians from around
the world and hear amazing ideas presented at the sessions.

TERRI LAI
Terry Lai is currently the Teacher Librarian at A.P. Giannini Middle School in San Francisco
Unified School District. For CSLA she has served as a section representative, Northern Board
President, Vice President for Membership, and currently as State President.
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Editor’s Notes

S

We Are International
Lesley J. Farmer, Guest Editor, CSLA Journal

You represent
your
culture(s)...

W

herever you work in the library, you are a part of the international scene. You
represent your culture(s) and interact with people of different backgrounds and
experiences. You can enrich the international scene and gain from deeper exposure to
librarians around the world if you join in global conversations and actions.
This issue of the CSLA Journal explores international aspects of school librarianship using
the lens of the International Association of School Librarianship. Teacher librarians have the
opportunity to participate in the annual International Association of School Librarianship
(IASL) conference, which is held in a different part of the world each year. These events provide
great professional development for me as well as the others who attend them, including the
volunteers who help make these conferences possible.

California State University Long Beach (CSULB) hosted IASL’s conference, which occurred
the first week in August2017. Planning started over two years ago, and involved over twenty
committee members. The conference theme was “Learning Without Borders.” The event started
with half-day workshops, held in the campus’ International House, where the majority of nonU.S. attendees stayed. Three plenary sessions and nine session slots provided strands of speakers:
on research, professional practice, spotlight features, youth publications, and webinars (a new
offering for on-site and remote attendees). Special Interest Group, (SIG) meetings and regional
meetings gave folks a chance to share common interests, and attendees toured local school and
public libraries (thanks to LBUSD TLs). Additionally, eighteen exhibitors showcased their
products. The conference was abuzz with networking.
The authors in this issue provide you with an inside look at the conference, IASL, and
international experiences in general. IASL President Katy Manck calls teacher librarians to
action in taking an international perspective on school library programs. CSULB TL candidate
Dorinda Davie Sullivan gives a volunteer’s inside perspective of the conference, demonstrating
how volunteers make such events successful. Jane Lofton, CSLA and AASL veteran, shares
her experience at IASL, which is a new venue for her presentations. Zakir Hossain, a teacher
librarian from Bangladesh who is working in Vietnam, also gives his impressions of his first
conference (which was partly underwritten by IASL because of his regional leadership). Dr.
Jennifer Branch-Mueller traces her research career in IASL, showing how networking with
scholars in the field has shaped her scholarship and teaching. Literacy expert and school librarian
advocate Dr. Stephen Krashen summarizes his keynote address about the impact of free choice
reading for English language learners – and the library’s pivotal role.
Now it is your turn to go international. Start with your own site. What cultural insights do
your school community reflect? How does your library collection open the door to international
perspectives? How about joining IASL to get ideas from other librarians around the world? Their
experiences can be especially insightful if some of your site’s students come from other countries.
Additionally, one of IASL’s fun projects is GiggleIt, which involves student interacting with their
counterparts globally. You are uniquely positioned to help your school community gain cultural
competence in this global society; this is a golden opportunity for you and for them. Take it!

DR. LESLEY J. FARMER
Dr. Lesley Farmer, Professor at California State University (CSU) Long Beach, coordinates the
Librarianship program. She also manages the CSU ICT Literacy Project. Dr. Farmer chairs CSLA’s
Committee on Standards Integration and the Research TF. She also chaired the School Libraries
Section of the International Federation of Library Associations, and is a Fulbright scholar. A
frequent presenter and writer for the profession, she recently received the AASL Distinguished
Services Award. Dr. Farmer’s research interests include digital citizenship, information literacy,
and data analysis. Her most recent books are Library Improvement through Data Analytics (ALA,
2016) and Managing the Successful School Library (ALA, 2017).
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INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL LIBRARIANSHIP:
tAKING aCTION

Learning across Borders – IASL2017 and Beyond
Katy Manck

...the
presentations
are valuable
and the
conversations
even more
valuable...

A

n unconference worldwide. An opportunity to impact school library practice through research, to
influence future research through current practice. A family reunion. All in one place at one time at
IASL 2017!

The 46th Annual Conference and 21st Research Forum of the International Association of School
Librarianship (IASL) brought together attendees from 30 countries and several US states in a compact,
information-packed 3-day whirlwind of sessions at California State University, Long Beach (CSULB) in
August 2017.
Teacher librarians and library educators from six continents examined the many borders which can
separate school library users – geographical and social, time and resources, perspectives and policies,
finances and freedoms – and ways we can work to eliminate those obstacles.
If you were not with us in Long Beach, you missed the impassioned reports about positive changes for
school libraries in several countries, the joyful reunions of folks who had not seen one another since a
previous IASL conference, and the fruits of lengthy online collaborations by those meeting in person for
the first time on presentation day.
You will get a taste of these varied and fascinating presentations by innovative TLs and leading
international researchers in school librarianship through other articles in this issue.
As I say about every IASL Conference, “the presentations are valuable and the conversations are even
more valuable,” which was proven time and again this August by our unconference during coffee breaks
and in the campus dining hall (our international colleagues were wowed by its variety) and over evening
beverages.
I challenge all of us to continue these conversations as we intentionally make internationalism the “new
normal” for our students, teachers, and communities.

First, let us make sure that our school library collections reflect our students’ cultural backgrounds
and illuminate other cultures through authentic voices. As in my native Texas, every school district in
California educates students with many different home languages. The Children’s and Young Adult
Literature Special Interest Group discussion during this IASL Conference brought up the continuing
need to hear the stories of every tradition from the perspective of “lived experience” which no amount of
research by someone outside that culture can truly replicate.
• What #ownvoices books can you recommend?
• How can school librarians influence major publishers to seek out and publish quality
works by less-heard voices?
• How do you bring community voices into your school on a continuing basis?
Also, we need to empower our students and teachers to stretch beyond our school walls in their
communication with others. Whether it is a year-long pen-pal project with a nearby senior center, a single
interaction with a school across the ocean for IASL’s free International School Library Month bookmark
exchange in October (http://iasl-online.org/advocacy/islm/index.html), or your kids expressing themselves
with IASL’s free GiggleIT Project for global student writing through school libraries (http://iasl-online.
org/advocacy/giggleit) for a worldwide readership, our young people are no longer merely consumers of
entertainment and information, but also creators who share their experiences and viewpoints.
• When will you host a regional author as writing coach in your school library?
• What is your plan for persuading area schools, public libraries, and bookstores to join you
in starting a literary festival in your community?
• Are “letters to the editor” about local issues a regular part of your school’s social studies
curriculum and practice?
And we ourselves must reach out to learn and grow as professionals and as people – reading new authors
and genres to find “mirrors and windows” for every child in our school, building our own Personal
Learning Networks (PLN) through social media so we can discover and share ideas, and purposefully
seeking information from other disciplines that we can apply to our mission as “whole-school leaders” on
our campus and in our profession.
• Does your own learning stop when you leave school for the day?
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Your students
ARE citizens
of the world,
whatever
their ethnicity
or gender or
heritage.

• Have you volunteered to host a local youth librarians’ workshop at your school?
• Can you identify practices in your school library that you might change – and begin the
action research that will tell you which way to proceed?
Your school library IS the largest classroom in the school, whatever its physical size.
Your school IS international, whatever or whomever it is named after.
Your students ARE citizens of the world, whatever their ethnicity or gender or heritage.
Through IASL, I have found that our students in schools all over the world are more similar than they
are different, that our challenges in advocacy repeat in other places, and that even the most-storied library
school professor can learn from the experiences of a new teacher librarian -- truly, “all of us is smarter than
each of us” alone.
I invite you to leverage your expertise to benefit your school community as a member of IASL, which
I believe exists because “every child deserves a great school library and a qualified school librarian,”
everywhere. Check out IASL at http://www.iasl-online.org/join.html or give me a buzz at Katy.Manck@
gmail.com.
And start planning now for your opportunity to present at a future IASL Conference! Seeking to learn
from one another through best practices and research, we will be in Istanbul during early May 2018,
discussing “Innovation, Information, and Impact of School Libraries” and in Dubrovnik, Croatia, in late
October 2019 to consider “Convergence, Empowering, Transformation” of school libraries.
Wishing y’all a wonderful – and international – school year!

KATY MANCK
Katy Manck has served academic, corporate, public, and school libraries since earning
her MLS from the University of North Texas in 1979. She is President of the International
Association of School Librarianship and a founding member of IASL’s GiggleIT Project
for global student writing through school libraries.
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INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL LIBRARIANSHIP:
ORGANIZING &
PLANNING

The Volunteer Side of the IASL 2017 Conference
Dorinda Davie Sullivan

...five days of
spectacular
collaboration
and fun...

H

ow does a successful conference get accomplished? Preplanning, preplanning, more
preplanning, and lots of help! A librarian conference should go smoothly right? After
all, we are librarians – the original search engines, and we definitely give those ‘helpful
Honda’ people a run for their money. The International Association of School Librarians
(IASL) Conference 2017 was held at California State University, Long Beach (CSULB), this
year and was five days of spectacular collaboration and fun, but it was also five days of intensive
preplanning and coordination of volunteers.
The coordinator, and extensive preplanner, was Dr. Lesley Farmer, the coordinator of the
librarianship program at CSULB. If you’ve met Dr. Farmer, you know she is the ultimate
librarian. She had been planning this year’s event since the 2015 conference, and the proposal
was started even before then. To pull off this year’s successful conference though, she was going
to need a whole lot of volunteers, and Dr. Farmer had just the right pool of librarians to choose
from. Graduates from the program, and current students, teamed together to accomplish the
tasks needed.
We started the conference on Thursday, August 3rd, welcoming international librarians from
all over the world. Welcome bags, aloha visors, maps, and badges galore flew through the air
at the International House while we started the conference on the run. There were lots of
materials needing to be moved between buildings to meet the needs of the day, and the amount
of volunteers was plentiful. Of course Long Beach cooperated with beautiful California
weather, and also high humidity! The food at the conference, provided by both Hillside &
Parkside Dining Halls, was fabulous, and all were able to mingle with librarians from all over
the world.
Mornings and afternoons of the conference through the weekend were filled with engaging
speakers, workshops, and spotlight features. Vendors laden with gifts and materials filled the
courtyard of the CSULB Business building each day. A fabulous silent auction table was set-up
all weekend for attendees to bid on items. Dr. Farmer had preplanned the breaks in which
volunteers set up a morning and afternoon snack break for attendees. Water bottles provided
by Trader Joes were a life saver in the heat! Volunteers worked from early morning until late
evening making sure everyone’s needs were met and the next day’s events would go off without
a hitch. From the coordination of room changes, first aid and emergency room runs, parking
passes, and shuttles to areas near Long Beach, our CSULB volunteers were on it.
Sunday evening was spent at the gala event which was held in the Walter Pyramid, complete
with entertainment and an exciting outbidding of more auction items. A handmade quilt stole
the show though with a bidding war and an ultimate selling price of $500. Volunteers worked
the evening, registering guests, setting up tables, showcasing auction items, and acting as master
of ceremonies.
Successful conferences need lots of volunteers. Everyone always assumes ‘somebody’
has volunteered. As librarians, we know firsthand that many hands make light work. The
conference couldn’t have happened without our wonderful CSULB graduates and graduate
student volunteers, and of course, the wonderful planning of Dr. Farmer. We set the bar high
for Istanbul; I can’t wait to see what they have in store for us in 2018!

DORINDA DAVIE SULLIVAN
Dorinda Davie Sullivan is Chino Valley USD District Librarian. She holds a BS in Business
Accountancy from CSULB, a designated subjects CTE teaching credential, and is set to
graduate CSULB’s Master of Educational Technology and Teacher Librarian program in
Spring of 2018.
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INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL LIBRARIANSHIP:
1ST TIMER ENTHUSIASM

An International Experience . . . Right Here in Long
Beach, California
Jane Lofton

In my selection
of sessions, I
emphasized
those on
school library
practices and
successes in
other parts of
the world...

I

n August 2017 I attended the International Association of School Librarianship (IASL) Annual
Conference, held at California State University, Long Beach, coordinated by Dr. Lesley Farmer. As
my friends well know, I am quite the “conference junkie”; I love the intense learning, networking,
sharing, socializing, and energy I get from them. And, of course, every conference has a different feel to
it, from overwhelming size and choices, to small and intimate.
The IASL conference was a brand new experience for me. It gave me exposure to people from all
over the world - 30 countries total - in a fairly intimate group of just 200 attendees. It was inspiring to
hear success stories about school libraries around the world and wonderful to get to meet people from
so many different places. I also got to see and hear from local California teacher librarians and many
others from across the United States sharing a wide range of topics, with an emphasis on libraries in
different countries and research about school libraries.
In my selection of sessions, I emphasized those on school library practices and successes in other
parts of the world, since they were the most unique offerings of this conference. The more we learn
about practices in other places, the more ideas we can use at home. I will share just two I attended from
Sweden and Kazakhstan.
I sought out the session about Swedish school libraries because I had visited there as a tourist in
2016 and was very impressed with how well the nation supports its citizens. I was pleased to hear
from Frederik Ernerot, representing School Library West, about the 2011 national legislation that
requires all schools to have school libraries, and progress is being made in reaching that goal. That
good news, though, is balanced by the fact that not all schools actually do have school libraries as yet,
and the requirements for trained teacher librarians are still not well-defined. As in California, most of
the financial and staffing decisions are made at the local level. A big positive with Sweden’s legislation,
however, is that the Education Act requires that school libraries be included in the inspection of
schools, which is done every three years. In California, we have long bemoaned that our accreditation
process does not include any school library requirements, so attention to school libraries in inspections
is a big advantage for school libraries in Sweden. I also learned that advances have come about primarily
through the efforts of three key groups: The Swedish National Agency for Education; The National
School Library Group of Sweden (NSG); and School Library West, School Library East, and School
Library South, the three regional professional associations for school librarians. Interestingly, the NSG,
which is actually made up of multiple member associations, was founded in the 1990s by a group of
authors who were unhappy with the poor state of school libraries and wanted to advocate on their
behalf. The group continues to gather groups from outside the school library field as advocates. That is
certainly a model we could draw upon to emulate here.
One of the other sessions I attended on libraries in another country was presented by three school
librarians from Kazakhstan. Aida Agadil, Olga Salamakhina, and GulmariyamTubekbayeva, all
representing Kazakstan’s Nazarbayev
Intellectual Schools (NIS), who invited
me to come to their presentation
when they introduced themselves and
asked for a group photo after my own
presentation. So, of course, I had to
attend!
The NIS are a group of 20 schools
established in the different regions of
the country to serve as sites for piloting
innovations in teaching and learning
in Kazakhstan’s public schools. It was
clear that the library is a central hub of
the programs in all these schools. The
librarians have been introducing a large
variety of programs, with a strong emphasis on reading development, motivation, and enrichment.
Many of these programs follow international models. For example, the “Book Start” project originated
in England in 1992, and encourages parents to read illustrated books to their toddlers. Not only are the
Nazarbayev Intellectual Schools constantly experimenting and finding better ways to work with and
encourage their students, but the librarians and other staff provide extensive professional development,
sharing their successes with other schools in the country. So, the efforts invested in these schools serve
schools nationwide.
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I was proud
of CSLA’s
members
strong

I also attended practical sessions. Dr. Karin Perry and Dr. Holly Weimar, from Sam Houston State
University in Texas, which definitely convinced me of the value of creating visuals through sketching,
either by hand or with software tools, to aid in processing and recall of information. I thought I should
try one for my IASL reflections. After a few days of pondering how to get started, I realized that actual
sketching is going to be a goal, not a reality this time. However, I am hoping that making a visual that
brings in my photos in lieu of drawings will help move me mentally towards that goal. So, here is the
graphic I created with some of my conference highlights using the Google Drawing tool:

presence as

The conference deliberately
included long breaks between
sessions to give us lots of
networking time. During one, I
had a conversation with a lady
from Lithuania about makerspaces
(mostly conducted through her
translator). During others, I met
and added new friends to my
PLN on Twitter andFacebook
and compared notes on libraries
in Turkey, British Columbia, and
other parts of the United States.
I also enjoyed visiting with the
strong contingent of California
School Library Association
(CSLA) friends and other
American school library friends
I have met and networked with
online and at national conferences.

presenters...

I was proud of CSLA’s members
strong presence as presenters: CSLA President Terry Lai gave one of the welcoming speeches during
the opening session; Nina Jackson presented on how to create a library media education class; Karen
Morgenstern shared how to teach explicit note taking to help students learn; Glen Warren entertained
us on the piano; and I presented about makerspaces. My presentation slides are available here: bit.ly/
iasl17makers
For another view of the conference, visit this Storify I compiled from conference tweets: bit.ly/
iaslstorify.
References
Lofton, J. (2017, August 28). My IASL Conference Experience. Jane Lofton’s Adventures in School Libraryland &
Educationblog. http://www.janelofton.com/2017/08/my-iasl-conference-experience.html
Farmer, L. (2017). International Association of School Librarianship Conference 2017 Proceedings. http://tinyurl.
com/IASLconferenceProceedings2017

JANE LOFTON
Jane Lofton is a CSLA Past President, Honorary Member, co-webmaster, active
presenter, and committee member. She is currently serving AASL as Chair of the Best
Websites Committee and was Social Media Chair for the 2017 National Conference and
Chair of the 2017 Social Media Superstar recognitions. She is a Google for Education
Innovator and Trainer. She retired in 2016 as Teacher Librarian at Mira Costa High
School in Manhattan Beach, and is now a part-time instructor at the Rutgers School of
Communication and Information, teaching pre-service teacher librarians.
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Highly Engaging Chapter Books
New Release!

The Jake Series Paperback • $4.99

“A powerful, uplifting
story, Books and
Bricks emphasizes
the importance of
both community and
education.”

Books and Bricks
PB: 978-1-59572-779-4
$8.99

–Foreword Reviews

Darcy Moon and the
Aroona Frogs
PB: 978-1-59572-752-7
$6.99

The Amazing
Spencer Gray
PB: 978-1-59572-769-5
$6.99

Jake’s Balloon Blast
978-1-59572-682-7

Jake’s Concert Horror
978-1-59572-684-1

Jake’s Cooking Craze
978-1-59572-685-8

Jake’s Gigantic List
978-1-59572-680-3

Jake’s Great Game
978-1-59572-683-4

Jake’s Monster Mess
978-1-59572-681-0

Books in Spanish and Other Languages
SPANISH/
ENGLISH

First Grade Takes a Test
HC: 978-1-59572-150-1 • $15.95
PB: 978-1-59572-151-8 • $5.95

CHINESE/
ENGLISH

Alicia’s Happy Day
HC: 978-1-59572-115-0 • $15.95
PB: 978-1-59572-116-7 • $6.99

The Other Bears
PB: 978-1-59572-671-1 • $6.99

Good Night, Little Sea Otter
PB: 978-1-59572-795-4 • $5.99

ARABIC /ENGLISH

VIETNAMESE /ENGLISH

Star Bright Books’ titles are
available in 23 languages.
For a full list of the available languages, please
visit our website: www.starbrightbooks.com

When Someone is Afraid
PB: 978-1-59572-797-8 • $6.99
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Carry Me
BD: 978-1-59572-217-1 • $6.95

Sta r Bright Books
(617) 354-1300 • fax: (617) 354-1399

Read about the Women Who
helped Shape CalifoRnia’S hiStoRy

California School Library Foundation is a tax-exempt
charitable foundation. Donations submitted to the
Foundation fund projects that support California school
library services. You can target your donation fora specific
project or for general support. You will receive an email
donation receipt for your tax records.
• Donate by check.
• Buy products at the Library Advocacy Store
• Donate to the Remembrance, Tribute and Planned Giving Fund in honor of an individual or occasion
CONTACT:
foundation@csla.net
6444 E. Spring Street, #237
Long Beach CA 90815-1553
Tax ID: 501(C)3 20-1864241.
(CSLA Members, please login & select My Donations)

“The contributions
of California’s women
are vast and important.
This meticulously
researched treasury
is a valuable and
informative read.
Brava!”
—Dr. Helen Foster James,

retired education specialist
and author of more than 20
children’s books

from the mission period, through the gold rush, to the first American
woman in space, the thirteen women portrayed in this collection
broke down barriers of sexism, racism, and political opposition to
emerge as heroines of their time.
6 x 9 • $14.00, paper • ISBN 978-0-87842-679-9 • Young Adult
contact us for a free catalog

Mountain Press
P U B L I S H I N G CO M PA N Y
P.O. Box 2399 • Missoula, MT 59806 • 406-728-1900
800-234-5308 • info @mtnpress.com
www.mountain-press.com
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INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL LIBRARIANSHIP:
FINDING INSPIRATION

Towards Advancement and Accomplishment:
My First IASL Conference at CSULB
Zakir Hossain

...I was truly
inspired to
learn success
stories and
practices
about school
libraries and
librarians
around the
world...

J

oining in a school librarianship focused conference such as the International Association of School
Librarianship (IASL) was a unique and brand new experience for me as an industry teacher librarian
practitioner (TL) and researcher. It was a conference that offered me the opportunity to understand
community practice, the convergence of networking, learning, and having a great deal of fun in a single
package! As an early career teacher librarian and researcher, attending the IASL 2017 conference at
California State University Long Beach (CSULB) not only inspired me to grow professionally, but also
furnished a motivation to challenge myself toward career advancement and accomplishment.
In addition to learning and networking, the conference offered me an exposure to professionals from
around thirty countries in a fairly intimate group of just around 200 attendees. As a TL, I was truly
inspired to learn success stories and practices about school libraries and librarians around the world from
Congo and Nigeria to Kazakhstan and Turkey to Japan and Singapore as well as the USA and Canada.
Conversely, as an aspiring researcher, I had the grand opportunity to meet, greet, and share my
thoughts in person with the leading school library researchers such as professors Ross Todd, Joyce
Valenza, Nancy Everhart, Lesley Farmer, Melissa Johnston, Mihaela B. Zoria, and Jennifer BranchMueller, to name but a few. On top of that, I met the truly enthusiastic IASL present and past presidents
Katy Manck and Dr. Diljit Singh, and learned about their vision and shared my mission regarding IASL.
What else does anyone need as a first time IASL conference attendee?
With a wide range of presentations and concurrent sessions, one cannot really cover it all. But here I
will try to focus on the sessions I really enjoyed.
Pre-conference Workshops
I had the opportunity to attend two pre-conference workshops, of which one was led by veteran
professors Dianne Oberg and Barbara Schultz-Jones, on implementing the International Federation
of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) school library guidelines. It was just a perfect match
as I’m working with my home country, Bangladesh, with school library professionals, and guiding
them to build the School Librarian Association of Bangladesh (SLAB). The second workshop was run
by Dr. Mega Subramaniam, who gave the attendees a resourceful understanding of how to facilitate
computational thinking through school libraries with limited coding knowledge.
Day One
The opening session was simplistic but was very engaging. We learned the current and future goals
of the IASL from President Katy Manck, and participants were called on stage with their country flags
and to introduce themselves. I was fortunate to represent Bangladesh and my working country Vietnam.
After few other formalities, we welcomed the CSULB President Dr. Jane Conley followed by the opening
session keynoter, Hall Davidson, who spoke on how technology transforms teaching and learning and
the unexpected benefits educators discover from technology in behavior, engagement, and interaction.
The session was moderated by the conference chair Dr. Lesley Farmer of CSULB.
Right after the short snack break, there were several parallel sessions for the day categorized into Going
Forward, STEM and Global Perspective. I thoroughly enjoyed the wonderful presentations from each
category. The first one was from Dr. Jennifer Branch-Mueller of the University of Alberta on e-portfolios
and the possibilities of teacher librarians to take the lead in supporting students’ assessment. The next
was led by Patricia Carmichael and Katy Manck on the IASL GiggleIT project, and how students all
over the world are participating and collaborating on this free resourceful project. In the late afternoon,
I participated in a panel discussion as a chapter contributor to the upcoming book Effective School
Librarians: Successful Professional Practices from Librarians around the World by Dr. Patrick Lo, Heather
Rogers and Dr. Dickson Chiu.
Day Two
The second day was much busier, encompassing various sessions such as School Librarians,
Curriculum, and Research Trends and Issues. As a potential Ph.D. student, I had thoroughly enjoyed
the session called “Opportunities for Doctoral Studies” session organized by Professor Emerita Dianne
Oberg of the University of Alberta. In the late afternoon, we had a great learning session led by a group
of Kazakh ladies from Nazarbayev Intellectual Schools (NIS). It was really interesting to know how
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NIS promoted reading among its sister schools in Kazakhstan. For me, the most inspiring part of the
day was the moment I received the inaugural IASL Diljit Singh Leadership Development Grant from
Professor Diljit himself -- like wow! The IASL awards session followed by the second keynoter Dr. Amber
Rose Gonzales, from Fullerton College, who shared the power for stories and how they influence in an
era of censorship and repression.

expand the

Day Three

...a positive
way to

network, and
to share and
collaborate on
new projects
for the future.

The third day was my busiest as a presenter, a day that was categorized into Leadership, Research
Trends and Issues, and Literacy sessions. My first presentation entitled “Professional Development via
Facebook Group: Perceptions of School Librarians,” which was selected for the 2016 IASL Takeshi
Murofushi Research Award, ran in the morning session. I was blessed by a huge variety of questions
from the attendees, which just reminded me once again how people regard social media from an informal
professional development perspective. During the Research Trends and Issues session, I completely
enjoyed the presentation led by Dr. Joette Steft-Mabry and Dr. Michael Radlick on “School Library
Research in the Real World”; it was an eye-opening presentation for me as a future Ph.D. student.
My second presentation, “Towards Functioning School Libraries: A Tale of Room to Read’s School
Library Programs in Vietnam,” caught the attention of the audience who were interested in nongovernmental organizations (NGO) and non-profit organizations involved in school librarianship. At
the same session, I had the opportunity to learn how a school in Singapore transformed its library into a
successful reading hub in a session led by Dr. Mary Ellis, Anges Paculdar and Ng Yuiyun. In the evening
I enjoyed the most attractive gala dinner and IASL live auction; what an inspirational evening!
Day Four
On the fourth day of the conference, I had the opportunity to visit some visually stunning school
libraries in the Long Beach area, and I spoke with the host librarians regarding their current practices
and their community perceptions regarding their services. In addition, we had group and individual
photo sessions with the local librarians which were quite fun. A group of wonderful local people, both
young and veteran librarians, made this program hugely successful with the coordination of IASL 2017
conference chair, Dr. Farmer. Later in the day, I had the privilege to attend the IASL board meeting and
dinner as a newly elected Director for International Schools.
I was living in the International House of CSULB with many of other attendees. Almost every day, I
spent time with those presenters discussing either one-on-one or in small groups about their perspectives
on school librarianship within their cohort, exchanging details for further communication among other
initiatives. It was also a positive way to nurture and expand the network, and to share and collaborate
on new projects for the future. All in all, the IASL 2017 conference inspired me to re-consolidate my
own ideas, and exposed me to different styles of dynamic school librarianship. These groundbreaking
initiatives will be taken back to my home and working countries and used extensively to empower the
children’s learning. I sincerely hope to attend future IASL conferences to continue my educational and
professional initiatives!

ZAKIR HOSSAIN
Zakir Hossain is an early career Teacher-Librarian and researcher from Bangaladesh. His
research interests lie in the field of social media, IB school librarianship and academic
honesty. He is keen on developing blended information literacy learning/teaching.
Zakir is the IASL Director for International Schools. He is the winner of the IASL Takeshi
Murofushi Research Award 2016 and inaugural Diljit Singh Leadership Development
Grant 2017. Currently he is working at the King Faisal School Riyadh, KSA. Personally,
Zakir is a lover of the Internet, traveling and historical fiction books - a geek at heart!
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The Research Side of IASL
Jennifer Branch-Mueller

...it is the
connections
that I made
with fellow
school library
researchers
that keep me
connected,
involved and
invested with
IASL.

Twenty years ago, I attended my first International Association of School Librarianship (IASL)
conference in Vancouver, Canada. I was interested in research about school librarianship and the
conference did not disappoint. Luckily, I still have the conference proceedings in my office, so I checked
the list of papers and found some VERY familiar names:
•
Virginia Dike (Nigeria)
•
David Loertscher (United States)
•
Ray Doiron (Canada)
•
Judy O’Connell (Australia)
•
Ken Haycock (Canada)
•
SnunithShoham (Israel)
•
James Henri (Australia)
•
Julie Tallman (United States)
•
James Herring (Scotland)
•
Ross Todd (Australia)
•
Eleanor Howe (United States)
•
Blanche Woolls (United States)
In 1997, I was a Canadian doctoral student just beginning my own life as a researcher. And now, after
the 2017 IASL conference in Long Beach, it seems like a good time to consider the impact of the annual
IASL International Forum on Research in School Librarianship and School Libraries Worldwide on my own
life and work as a school library researcher. I will also share with readers the work of some amazing
researchers from around the world.
The IASL promotes research about school librarianship in two ways. Since 1995, our journal, School
Libraries Worldwide, has published two issues a year highlighting research from around the world. The
editorial board has representation from school library researchers living and working around the world.
The IASL International Forum on Research in School Librarianship is held in conjunction with the annual
conference and some of my favorite memories as a researcher come from participating in the International
Forums in exotic locales such as Auckland, New Zealand; Durban, South Africa; Hong Kong; Berkeley,
California; Abano Therme, Italy; Doha, Qatar; Moscow, Russia; and Maastricht, Netherlands.
While the locations were amazing, it is the connections that I made with fellow school library
researchers that keep me connected, involved, and invested in IASL. Let me give you a sense of some of
what was on offer at the 21st International Forum on Research in School Librarianship. The winner of the
L. Anne Clyde Best Research Paper prize was Dr. Melissa Johnston from the University of West Georgia.
Her research focused on preparing teacher librarians to support STEM education. She found that teacher
librraians need coursework in their preparation programs to instill leadership skills and explore effective
strategies for technology integration. Teacher librarians need to learn skills that will help them stay
current with emerging technologies and pedagogical approaches in teacher librarianship as well as in the
area of STEM education. Virgilio Medina and Ross Todd presented a research paper about digital safety
and explored mind maps created by students in Qatar and the Philippines. The phrase of the conference
was “digital wellbeing” and this work is already changing my thinking about how we teach students to be
good digital citizens.
In each International Forum on Research, we are exposed to exciting research questions from diverse
locations. We learned about a Nigerian research project by Sophia Adeyeye and Dr. Fadekemi Oyewusi
about bibliotherapy and the role that school libraries can play in changing behavior among young people.
Dr. Ben Chadwick presented research from Australia and New Zealand about school library staff and their
opinions about resource-type descriptions for school library resources. Research by Dr. Adriana Duarte
and Raquel Paiva about school librarians in Brazil highlighted new approaches to meeting the needs of
students in schools by breaking out of the four walls of the school library.
Dr. Nancy Everhart explored the perceptions of German library science faculty and students about how
we should be preparing Teacher Librarians to develop school libraries in Germany. Dr. Paulette Stewart
presented an examination of Jamaican curriculum to explore how teachers might develop a media and
information literacy and intercultural dialogue cross-curricular unit. A team of researchers compared
school library programs in Hong Kong and Croatia while another team of researchers used case study
methodology to better understand how to build a successful reading culture in a secondary school in
Singapore. A new researcher, Zakir Hossein, examined how we can use a Facebook group for professional
development.
I was excited to learn more about Theory Building for the Profession of Teacher Librarianship, when Dr.
Melissa Johnston and Dr. Nancy Everhart explained their meta-ethnography approach. The work of Dr.
Joette Stefl-Mabry and Michael Radick explored the question: “School Library Research in the Real
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World-What does it really take?” My own research examined the experiences of school library researchers
from around the world in terms of teaching, research, and service.
The IASL also provides opportunity for researchers to connect through the School Library Research
Special Interest Group (SIG). We meet during the annual conference and do several tasks throughout
the year. The members of the SIG are involved in peer review of research proposals for the International
Forum on Research, select the Best Paper Prize, and support new researchers.
IASL has provided me with a research community for twenty years. Some of the names have changed
from that first IASL conference but some remain, and I look forward to another twenty years with my
research colleagues in IASL.

Library Research
Special Interest
Group.
JENNIFER BRANCH-MUELLER
Jennifer Branch-Mueller is a Professor in teacher librarianship education in the Faculty
of Education at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, Canada. Her research interests
include inquiry-based learning, teacher-librarianship education, school library research,
and the experiences of school library faculty members.
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INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL LIBRARIANSHIP:
FREE CHOICE READING

Do Libraries and Teacher Librarans Have the Solution to
the Long-Term English Language Learner Problem?
Stephen Krashen

...there is
not a single
recorded case
of a former ELL
who mastered
academic
English through
hard study
alone.

L

ong-Term ELLs are students who are English Learners in school who have remained classified as English
Learners for a long time - too long - according to certain standards. In general, this means six years or more.

There is widespread agreement that Long-Term ELLs lack competence in academic English, the language of
school, of subject matter classes, which means they cannot succeed in subject matter classes designed for competent
English speakers.
The most common suggestion for helping Long Term ELLs is direct instruction in academic language. This is, in
my opinion, hopeless. The special vocabulary, text structure and grammar of academic English is far too vast and
complex to be taught; in fact, scholars have not even described it fully. Also, there is not a single recorded case of a
former ELL who mastered academic English through hard study alone.
My goal in this paper is to suggest another approach that is consistent with theory and research: self-selected
pleasure reading in English. Libraries and teacher librarians play a central role in carrying out this suggestion.
Three Stages in Developing High Levels of Literacy
I have hypothesized that there are three stages in the development of specialized forms of language, and academic
language is one of these forms. Both first and second language acquirers go through these stages.
STAGE ONE: Stories, in the Form of Storytelling and Read-Alouds
The research on hearing stories is very strong. Children who hear more stories in their first language, either at
home or at school, outperform comparison children in vocabulary, are more aware of how stories areput together
(they have better grasp of “story grammars” or text stucture), and are better in understanding and producing the
grammatical constructions used in academic language (e.g. Blok,1999; Trelease, 2006).
Hearing stories and real-alouds also promotes an interest in independent reading. The title of Brassell’s paper
(Brassell, 2003) tells it all: “Sixteen books went home tonight: Fifteen were introduced by the teacher.”
The use of stories is an important methodological advance in second/foreign language development, and has
produced results similar to those seen in first language development. In Story-Listening, developed by Beniko
Mason, the teacher tells stories and makes the stories comprehensible using a variety of techniques, including
drawings, occasional translation, synonyms, and gestures with facial expressions. Although students are not told to
remember the meanings of new words, studies show Story-Listening to result in vocabulary development at a rate
similar to that reported in first language studies of hearing stories (e.g., Mason, Vanata, Yander, Borsch, & Krashen,
2009).
In TPRS (Teaching Proficiency Through Reading and Storytelling), developed by Blaine Ray, teachers and
students co-construct stories. TPRS has been shown to be more effective than traditional language teaching in
several published studies (Varguez, 2009; Watson, 2009).
In addition, Cho and Choi (2008) reported that 6th graders in EFL classes in Korea who heard stories made
superior gains in reading, writing and listening, and Wang and Lee (2007) reported substantial vocabulary growth in
an eight-year old girl acquiring English in Taiwan from listening to stories.
STAGE TWO: Self-Selected Free Voluntary Reading
Hearing stories prepares language acquirers for stage two, self-selected free reading. The research shows that
those who do more self-selected reading make far greater gains in nearly all aspects of literacy, including reading
comprehension, writing style, vocabulary, grammar, and spelling. In fact, it is safe to hypothesize that self-selected
reading is the cause of literacy competence.
Research in this area can be divided into three categories. In each, I focus on research involving second language
acquirers.
1. Sustained Silent Reading
Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) means setting aside a certain amount of time each day when students read
what they want to read. There are no book reports, quizzes, or other forms of accountability. Generally, the
amount of time set aside is modest, especially at first, and SSR is used as soon as students can do at least some
independent reading. Studies show that successful SSR depends on having an adequate collection of interesting and
comprehensible reading material close at hand, so that students are not required to bring their own book each time.
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In SSR, students need not finish each book they start: Atwell (2007), in fact, comments that
“abandoning a book that a reader doesn’t enjoy (is) a smart move, not a character defect” (p. 17).
There have been many studies comparing students in SSR with those who spent an equivalent amount
of time in traditional instruction, both in first and second language development. An efficient way
of summarizing this research is the use of meta-analysis: an “effect size” is calculated for each study,
quantifying the size of the effect, that is, the degree of superiority of one treatment versus another. An
effect size of .2 is considered to be small, .5 is considered to be medium, and .8 is considered to be large.
Table one presents the results of three of meta-analyses using students of English as a foreign language,
each reviewing mostly different studies. In all three, the average effect size was positive, indicating that
those participating in SSR did better on tests of vocabulary and reading than those spending the same
amount of time in traditional classes. SSR works.
Table 1: Effect Sizes for Three Recent SSR Meta-Analyses: English as a foreign language (EFL)
Vocabulary

Reading Comprehension

Krashen (2007)

N/A

.87 (15)

Nakanishi (2015)

.18 (9)

.68 (15)

Jeon &Day (2016)

.47 (17)

.54 (46)

Number of studies analyzed in parentheses ( ).
2. Correlational Studies
Reading for pleasure correlates with higher scores on the TOEFL and TOEIC tests, and on measures
of academic language. Gradman and Hanania (1991) reported that “extracurricular reading” was a strong
and significant predictor of performance on the TOEFL examination for international students taking
the test abroad and Constantino, Lee, Cho and Krashen (1997) reported similar results for students
living in the US.
Mason and Krashen (2017) concluded that students of English as a foreign language in Japan
improved slightly more than one-half point on the TOEIC test for every hour they read for pleasure.
This result suggests that a second language acquirer can move from the low intermediate level to
advanced by reading for pleasure for an hour a day in three years.
The subjunctive is always a challenge for students of Spanish as a foreign language and mastery of the
subjunctive is a marker of advanced competence. The best predictor of competence in the subjunctive,
however, is not study of the subjunctive, years of Spanish study, or even years lived in a Spanish-speaking
country: it is reading (Stokes, Krashen, & Kartchner, 1998).
3. Case Histories
My hypothesis in this paper is that Long-Term ELLS have not developed a reading habit in English,
while those who do not stay classified as ELL for excessive periods of time have.
Reyna Grande told her own story in her autobiography, The Distance Between Us (2012). She arrived
in the U.S. at the age of nine from Mexico, and she “exited” the ESL program by the end of grade 7. She
won several awards for her writing in English in school, eventually attended the University of California,
and became a successful published author. While still in elementary school she had become a dedicated
pleasure reader in English, and her major source of books was the local public library. She notes that
the librarian helped her select books, which were largely fiction. Her English teacher at Pasadena City
College, Diana Savas, introduced her to Latino literature and encouraged her writing (Krashen &
Williams, 2012).
Henkin and Krashen (2015) describe the case of Ramon, who had only six years of education in
Mexico and was placed in grade 9 when he arrived in the U.S., knowing very little English. By the end
of grade 10, he had nearly placed at the reclassification level on English tests, did well in his classes, and
was reading young adult novels in English.
Ramon became an enthusiastic reader in English during the winter break in grade 9 when he
discovered the Naruto series: manga stories about a teenage Ninja. He had been watching Naruto
programs in Spanish in Mexico. He took Naruto manga out of school and public libraries, and also read
them online. He continued to read them for the next year, but also read The Lightning Thief and other
Percy Jackson works in graphic novel form.
Other case histories of second language acquirers have been published, confirming the power of selfselected reading for pleasure for English as a foreign language. See the series of papers by Beniko Mason,
discussed above (Mason & Krashen, 2017), as well as Cho and Krashen (2016). Cho and Krashen
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review a number of cases of second language acquirers who have become dedicated pleasure readers in
English, and list the factors common to all of these cases, which included access to reading material,
a time and place to read, and self-selection of reading material. The readers did not appreciate tests,
exercises, and incentives, and some made excellent progress without them.
STAGE THREE: Self-Selected Reading in an Area of Special Interest
Stage two alone does not bring readers to the highest level of literacy development. It is, however,
a bridge to the highest level, making challenging reading more comprehensible. The Stage Three
hypothesis claims that we reach the highest levels when we read in specialized areas of great interest to
us; this reading, like the reading in stage two, is self-selected and narrow, limited to certain topics and
authors.
This is the kind of reading that professionals do: Successful academics read “narrowly,” only reading
what they need to read for the paper or project they are working on now. They do not attempt to
“keep up with the literature.” Bazerman (1985) noted that physicists read current journals regularly,
but only read and studied those papers that related to their current projects, filing the others for later
reading, if and when they became relevant. Keeping a narrow focus and ignoring much of the rest also
happens during graduate student years, a riskier practice; Ohanian (2008) notes that this was true of
both Einstein and Newton, who consistently “neglected the standard curriculum, with the result that he
(Newton) did poorly in his final exams ...” (p. 59).
The Role of Poverty
A large percentage of English Language Learners in American schools live in poverty. This is a
neglected but very important factor when discussing educational achievement among ELLs, and
especially literacy development.
In order to develop a reading habit, one must have easy access to books. Access to books does not
guarantee that the books will be read, but studies have found a clear relationship between access to books
and frequency of reading (Krashen, 2004).
Children living in poverty live in homes with far fewer books, live in neighborhoods with few
bookstores and underfunded public libraries, and attend schools with little funding for classroom or
school libraries (Krashen, 2004). Not only do those in poverty suffer from limited access to books, the
libraries available to them do not provide the same quality of services available to those who live in more
wealthy areas (LeMoine, Brandlin, O’Brian, & McQuillanm 1997).
We have denied Long-Term ELLs the only path that will help them.
Summary and Conclusions
To some extent, the concern about long-term ELLs is a needless concern; it represents our allegiance
to arbitrary standards, and our obsession with speed of learning. But there is reason to be concerned
about ELLs who do not seem to be making much progress after many years. Of all the solutions tried
and discussed, the one that shows the most promise is absent: encouraging a pleasure reading habit in
English.
Several steps can be taken: one will be extremely helpful: bilingual education. It is easier to learn
to read in a language you already understand, and this ability makes learning to read in any other
language easier, even if the writing systems are different. Students in well-organized bilingual programs
consistently outperform those in all-English classes on tests of English reading (McField & McField,
2015). Also, the reading habit can transfer across languages, as was the case for Reyna Grande, a
dedicated reader in Spanish before coming to the U.S.
The second step is essential: Make sure all children have access to interesting reading material, and
provide a time and place to read for pleasure, without accountability.This means well-funded and wellsupplied libraries everywhere. It also means staffing libraries with credentialed teacher librarians who can
connect readers with books that are right for them.
resource list on next page

STEPHEN KRASHEN
Stephen Krashen is best known for developing the first comprehensive theory of second
language acquisition. He has also contributed to the areas of language teaching, bilingual
education and literacy. He holds a PhD in Linguistics from UCLA, as well as an honorary Doctor
of Humane Letters, awarded by Lewis and Clark College, Portland. He was elected a member
of the Reading Hall of Fame in 2005. He was the 1977 Incline Bench Press champion of Venice
Beach, California, and has a black belt in Tae Kwon Do. Please follow him on twitter (skrashen)
so he can achieve his goal of catching up to Justin Bieber.
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Jennifer Maydole, Northern California jennifer.maydole@mackin.com

Mrs. Nelson’s Library Services bookcompany.mrsnelsons.com
1650 W. Orange Grove Avenue Pomona, CA 91768 (800) 875-9911
Patrick Nelson, Library Services General Manager (800) 875-9911
Laura Nelson, Book Fair General Manager (909) 865-8550

*Perma-Bound Books perma-bound.com

8 Vintage Way Coto de Caza, CA 92679
John Geeza, Regional Sales Manager (949) 274-3222 johngeeza@perma-bound.com
*2018 CSLA Conference Sponsor

Thank You.
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Information
The CSLA Journal, official publication of the California School Library
Association, is published twice a year
and sent electronically to all members
as well as to nonmember subscribers.
Membership: Professional ($75), Associate ($35), Paraprofessional ($45),
Friend ($15), Student ($25), Commercial ($125), Institutional ($150),
Sustaining ($500). Subscriptions: $30
per year.
Copyright 2018 by the California
School Library Association, unless otherwise noted. Articles and statements
in the CSLA Journal do not necessarily
reflect the official opinion of the association. ISSN: 0196-3309.
Due to the dynamic nature of the
Internet, CSLA can not be responsible
for the continued availability of digital
resources referenced in Journal articles.

Address Correspondence
CSLA Journal
6444 E. Spring Street #237
Long Beach, CA 90815-1553
Voice and Fax Phone (toll-free) 888655-8480
journal@csla.net
www.csla.net

Cover Photo

SUMMER 2018
March 30, 2018
June 15, 2018

v42(1)
Author deadline
Published (PDF)

WINTER 2019
November 2018
January 2019

v42(2)
Author deadline
Published (PDF)

Become a Member of CSLA
Who we are and what we do
The California School Library Association is an organization of teacher librarians,
classroom teachers, paraprofessionals, district and county coordinators of curriculum,
media and technology, and others committed to enriching student learning by building
a better future for school libraries.
The association encourages professional growth, provides avenues for sharing
common concerns, represents the interests of school libraries to the Legislature and the
California Department of Education, and enables members to serve the educational
needs of the multiculturally diverse students of California.
What are the benefits of membership?
• You acquire a network of colleagues across California who share your interests and
enthusiasm.
• You develop channels of communication and support through professional
relationships made and renewed at workshops and conferences.
• You receive discounts on registration for workshops and conferences.
• You keep abreast of the latest developments in media, technology, curriculum and
instruction.

Matthew Vincent, MDV Photography
from the
World Language Fair, April 2017
Central East High School
Central Unified School District
Christine Flores, Teacher Librarian

6444 E. Spring St. #237
Long Beach, CA 90815-1553
1-888-655-8480
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THANKS TO OUR
2018 CONFERENCE SPONSORS

SEE YOU IN FISH CAMP
FEBRUARY 1-4
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